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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR EFFICIENT MULTI-USER MULTI-VARIANT PARALLEL
TRANSMISSION

(57) The present invention discloses a multi-user
multi-ary parallel transmission method and means,
wherein the said method comprising: GF non-binary cod-
ing a corresponding channel of data symbols among m-
channel user data symbols, to obtain m channels of multi-
ary symbols; partitioning and mapping multiple bits cor-
responding to each channel of multi-ary symbols among
the said m channels of multi-ary symbols to obtain a multi-

layer bit stream, so as to obtain m multi-layer bit streams;
modulating and mapping each multi-layer bit stream
among the m multi-layer bit streams to corresponding
constellation points, as to obtain L modulation symbols

for m users, wherein, and Ki is the i-th layer

among the m multi-layers; pre-coding the said L symbols
of dimension Nt 3 L to output Nt symbols to ports of

corresponding Nt transmission antennas.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a multi-ary parallel transmission technology for wireless communication sys-
tems, in particular, to a multi-ary coded modulation transmission technology which combined with multi-ary codes based
on factor graphs, more particularly, to a method and a device for multi-user multi-ary codes parallel transmission based
on the said multi-ary coded modulation.

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT DISCLOSURE

[0002] One of the most important issues in the new generation wireless communications systems is to improve trans-
mission efficiency and reliability of systems under the limited bandwidth and power.
[0003] Coded modulation technology has been always being a hot research field since the proposal of TCM by
Ungerboeck in 1982. Since the required coding gains are obtained by combining channel coding with modulation under
the premise of not extending bandwidth, joint design of TCM and coded modulation has been a key field of research in
communication, particularly wireless communication, which requires high spectral efficiency. Trellis-coded modulation
(TCM) in AWGN channel which is proposed by Ungerboeck can obtain 3-6 dB coding gain under the same information
rate and without increasing bandwidth and power. Ungerboeck also gave the definition of Euclidean space metrics of
good TCM codes in AWGM channel, which is different from the traditional use of Hamming distances as criteria of good
codes. Block coded modulation (BCM) based on the same idea uses block codes to replace convolutional codes in TCM.
[0004] However, the noteworthy performance of TCM is embodied in Gaussian channels. While in multipath fading
channels, the performance of TCM is inferior to bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM), another widely applied coded
modulation. The working principle of BICM is simple. Coded streams of bits run through the bit interleaver, and then are
mapped to modulation constellation points by sequence. Here, Gray map is adopted for constellation map. The bit
interleaver can be elaborately designed, but a random interleaver is sufficient to secure satisfactory performance. Ad-
vantages of BICM include: 1) BICM seeks maximized Hamming distances at the cost of some Euclidean distance
characteristics, which makes maximum code subsets and high robustness in Rayleigh fading channels; 2) in the case
of ideal interleaving, the separation of coder and modulator realizes high flexibility of design. At present, most wireless
communications system, such as those of 2G, 3G and WiMax, use BICM and coded evolution methods developed on
BICM.
[0005] The mainstream channel codes used in present system are binary codes, such as Turbo codes and LDPC
codes. In combination with high order modulation, since bit correlation exists when coded bits are mapped to modulation
symbols, information may be lost when bit likelihood information is obtained during demodulation. This is an inherent
defect of binary codes. Use of methods, such as iterative demodulation and decoding, may partially offsets the loss by
increasing complexity and processing time delay.
[0006] Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), as an important method for improving frequency spectrum efficiency
and transmission reliability, has been increasingly used in wireless communication systems to a wide extent. In MIMO
multiplexing (e.g. V-BLAST), each antenna at the transmission end sends independent data, and data received at each
antenna at the receiving end is the superposition of all data from the transmission end at the same time. And the receiving
end uses a certain receiving method which can demodulate data. In this manner, the capability of channels can be
significantly increased, along with increase of the number of antennas. However, the precondition is that channel con-
ditions are favorable and the spatial channel correlation of MIMO is small.
[0007] In 1993, the introduction of Turbo codes gave raise to revolutionary changes in the field of channel coding,
and iterative decoding became the mainstream approach. In 1996, LDPC codes were re-recognized. The use of BP
decoding algorithm of soft information iteration gave better performance than that of Turbo codes. However, encoding
complexity of LCPC codes is high, and the performance of LDPC codes with fast decoding structure is no superior to
that of Turbo. Moreover and more importantly, the excellent Near Shannon Limit performance of these two types of
codes can only be obtained in the case of long code blocks. While in the case of short blocks, or medium or high code
rates, the performance of BICM which is combined with Turbo codes or LDPC codes is unsatisfactory.
[0008] Both binary Turbo codes and LDPC codes can be presented with factor graphs, and decoded with the binary
BP (belief propagation) algorithm. While graph structures of multi-ary codes which based on factor graphs, such as
multi-ary LDPC codes, multi-ary LDGM codes, and multi-ary RA/iRA codes, are similar to those of binary codes. The
difference lies in that different paths correspond to different non-zero factors. The BP algorithm may also be used to
decode multi-ary codes on factor graphs. In the case of short- and medium-length blocks, multi-ary codes based on
factor graphs have better performance than that of binary codes.
[0009] Multi-ary codes are used hereinafter to refer to multi-ary codes based on factor graphs.
[0010] To use multi-ary coded modulation combining multi-ary codes and high order modulation, as shown in Reference
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[3], the receiving end only requires symbol information rather than bit likelihood information; therefore there is no infor-
mation loss. Further more, as shown in Reference [4], a multi-ary code coding symbol (such as a GF (256) coding
symbol) is mapped to 2 modulation symbols (such as 16QAM modulation), and is transmitted with 2 antennas; the
receiving end directly get the soft information of the GF(256) coding symbol with the composite signal at each receiving
antenna for multi-ary decoding. Compared with BICM, in the fading channel, because the performance gain from optimal
detection can offset the time diversity loss caused by non-bit-interleaving, this makes this option have low detection time
delay without loss of optimality. Moreover, the Hamming distance of multi-ary codes directly correspond to the Hamming
distance between signal sequences, which is beneficial to design of coded modulation systems with favorable product
distances. Existing results prove that the coded modulation technology which is combined with multi-ary codes, high
order modulation and multi-ary codes, high order modulation and multiple antennas has good performance in both
AWGN and fading channels.
[0011] Related references:

[1] G. Caire, G. Taricco and E. Biglieri, "Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation," IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, VOL. 44, NO.
3, May 1998.
[2] M.C. Davey and D. Mackay, "Low-density parity check codes over GF (q)," IEEE Commun. Lett., VOL. 2, PP.
165-167, June 1998.
[3] X. Li, M. R. Soleymani, J. Lodge, and P. S. Guinand, "Good LDPC codes over GF (q) for bandwidth efficient
transmission," SPAWC 2003, pp. 95-99, June 2003.
[4] R. Peng and R.-R. Chen, "Design of nonbinary LDPC codes over GF(q) for multiple-antenna transmission",
MILCOM’06, Washington DC, Nov. 2006.
[5] D. Declercq and M. Fossorier, "Decoding Algorithms for Nonbinary LDPC Codes over GF (q)", IEEE Trans. On
Comm. Vol. 55, pp.633-643, April 2007.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The object of the present invention is to provide a method and a device for multi-user multi-ary parallel trans-
mission for wireless communication systems.
[0013] The first aspect of the present invention provides a method for the multi-user multi-ary code parallel transmission,
comprising:

GF multi-ary coding corresponding one-channel of data symbols among m -channel user data symbols, to obtain
m channels of multi-ary symbols;

[0014] Partitioning and mapping multiple bits corresponding to each channel of multi-ary symbols among the said m-
channel multi-ary symbols to obtain a multi-layer bit stream, so as to obtain m multi-layer bit streams;
[0015] Modulating and mapping each multi-layer bit stream among the m multi-layer bit streams to corresponding

constellation points, as to obtain L modulation symbols for m users, wherein, and Ki is the i-th multi-layer

among the m multi-layers;
[0016] Pre-coding the said L symbols on dimensions of Nt 3 L to output Nt symbols to ports of corresponding Nt
transmission antennas.
[0017] The second aspect of the present invention provides a method for the multi-user multi-ary code parallel trans-
mission, comprising following steps:

GF (qi) multi-ary coding the i-th channel of data among m-channel user data, wherein, qi = 2pi,1 ≤ i ≤ m ;

[0018] Partitioning and mapping pi bits corresponding to qi -ary symbols after coding to obtain ki layer of bit stream,

wherein the j-th layer contains pij bits, and 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, and

[0019] Modulating and mapping pij bits which are mapped to the j-th layer to constellation points, wherein the number

of modulated constellation points is cij = 2pij , and at the same time, data blocks of m user are mapped by a lay-mapping

module to L layers, wherein,  and L modulation symbols are obtained after modulation;
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[0020] Pre-coding the said L symbols on dimensions of Nt 3 L to output Nt symbols to ports of corresponding Nt
transmission antennas.
[0021] Wherein, pi bits corresponding to qi -ary symbols after coding are partitioned and mapped to obtain ki layer of
bit stream, comprising following steps:

p bit vectors presented with b1b2···bp bit vectors of each q-ary symbol are partitioned into k layers of bit streams;

the bit stream on the j-th layer is ,1 ≤ j ≤ k , and they are respectively mapped to

corresponding layers.

[0022] Wherein, for the pj bits which are mapped to each layer, an appropriate mapping rule is selected to modulate
and map the pj bits to constellations of cj = 2pj dimensions.
[0023] Wherein, the said appropriate mapping rules include:

Each constellation point on the constellation diagram and all its adjacent constellation points are multiplied by all
non-zero elements on GF (q) to calculate the distance between them.

[0024] All possible mapping relationships are traversed to the greatest extent, to select the relationship with the longest
distance as the final mapping rule;
[0025] The third aspect of the present invention provides a device for the multi-user multi-ary code parallel transmission,
comprising:

Multiple GF multi-ary coding means, each of which conducts GF multi-ary coding for corresponding one-channel of
data symbols among m-channel user data symbols, to obtain m-channels of multi-ary symbols;
Multiple partitioning and layer-mapping means for multi-ary symbols, each of which receives one channel of multi-
ary symbols among the m channels of multi-ary symbols which have undergone multi-ary coding from the corre-
sponding GF multi-ary coding means, and partitions and maps multiple bits corresponding to the channel of multi-
ary symbols to obtain a multi-layer bit stream and thus to obtain m multi-layer bit streams;
Multiple multi-dimensional modulation means, which is used to modulate and map each multi-layer bit stream among
the m multi-layer bit streams to corresponding constellation points, as to obtain L modulation symbols for m users,

wherein,  and Ki is the i-th multi-layer of m multi-layers;

Pre-coding means which is used to conduct Nt 3 L dimension pre-coding of the said L symbols to output Nt symbols
to ports of corresponding Nt transmission antennas.

[0026] Wherein, each partitioning and layer mapping means for multi-ary symbols realizes partitioning and layer
mapping of multi-ary symbols through the following means:

p bit vectors presented with b1b2···bp bit vectors for each multi-ary symbol are partitioned into k layers of bit streams;

the bit stream on the j-th layer is 1 ≤ j ≤ k , and they are respectively mapped to

corresponding layers.

[0027] The fourth aspect of the present invention provides a method for the multi-user multi-ary code parallel receiving,
comprising following steps:

The receiver receives the i-th user data signal in the m-channel user data signals via Ni receiving antennas, wherein,
1 ≤ i ≤ m ;
After the i-th user data received is synchronized, balanced and otherwise processed, the signal enters the MIMO
detection module which be conducted for separation of overlapping signals, soft symbol decoding and other process-
ing, to obtain the qi-ary symbol likelihood information;
Demapping qi-ary symbol on the qi-ary likelihood information to obtain the input symbol likelihood information required
for multi-ary decoding;
Decoding the likelihood information of the input symbols to obtain qi-ary symbols; and
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The said qi-ary data symbol is converted to corresponding data bits.

[0028] Wherein when the said MIMO detection module provides separation of overlapping signals, soft demodulation
of symbols and other processing for the i-th user data signal, and takes other channels of data as interference, and only
the i-th channel of signals is demodulated.
[0029] The fifth aspect of the present invention provides a device for the multi-user multi-ary code parallel receiving,
comprising:

Antennas for receiving the i-th user data signal in the m-channel user data signals, wherein, 1≤ i ≤ m ;
Means for synchronizing, balancing and other processing of the received i-th user data;
Means for processing of the i-th user data received after separation of overlapping signals, soft symbol decoding
and other processing, to obtain the qi-ary symbol likelihood information;
Means for demapping qi-ary symbol of the qi-ary likelihood information of the said to obtain the input symbol likelihood
information required for multi-ary decoding;
Means for decoding the said likelihood information of the required input symbols to obtain qi-ary symbols; and
Means for converting of the said qi-ary data symbol into corresponding data bits.

[0030] Wherein, when multi-ary codes are sent concurrently by multiple users in multiple cells, the m-channel user
data symbols come from multiple cells and the Nt transmission antennas are obtained by combining antennas of multiple
cells for transmission.
[0031] Wherein, each of the coding means of the multiple GF multi-ary coding devices conducts GP multi-ary coding
for corresponding one-channel of data symbols among the m-channel user data symbols in multiple cells, and the Nt
transmission antennas are obtained by combining antennas of multiple cells for transmission.
[0032] Moreover, the scenario of one user and one-layer data is the simplest scenario of the present invention.
[0033] Another scenario of the present invention comprises one user and multi-layer data.
[0034] Use of the said method and devices of the present invention can not only increase the user data rate, but also
avoid interference between cells, and thus increase the system capacity.
[0035] The following figures are used to give detailed description of the details and working principles of the present
invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036]

Figure 1 is a diagram of a QCM Transmission Means;
Figure 2 is a diagram of Partitioning and Layer-Mapping of Multi-ary Symbols;
Figure 3 is a diagram of 16QAM Constellation Diagram and Various Mapping Rules;
Figure 4 is a diagram of QCM Receiving Means;
Figure 5 is a diagram of QCM Transmission Means based on an MIMO+OFDM (A) System;
Figure 6 is a diagram of QCM Receiving Means based on an MIMO+OFDM (A) System.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0037] The MIMO+OFDM (A) technology plays an increasingly important role in the next generation of wireless com-
munication systems. A 3GPP LTE system based on the MIMO+OFDMA technology is used to detail the basic principles,
mathematic description and details of implementation of the present invention.
[0038] Figure 1 illustrates the QCM transmission framework.
[0039] Assume that m users are sending data at the same time, and each user corresponds to a channel of data. For
the i-th channel of data, GF (qi) multi-ary coding is used, wherein, qi = 2pi ,1 ≤ i ≤ m. The pi bits corresponding to he

qi-ary symbols after coding are partitioned and mapped to obtain the bit stream of layer ki. The j-th level includes pij bits,

wherein, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, (See Figure 2 for details on symbol partitioning and lay-mapping). The pij bits which

have been mapped to the j-th layer are modulated and mapped to constellation points, and the number of modulated
constellation points is cij =2pij . At the same time, the data of m users is jointly mapped to layer L m through the layer-
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mapping module, wherein, L modulated symbols are obtained after modulation and then go through pre-

coding at the dimension of Nt 3 L. Nt symbols are outputted to ports of Nt transmission antennas.

[0040] Figure 2 gives details of the processing of multi-ary symbol partitioning and layer-mapping. According to the
high-order domain elements in Table 1, each q-ary symbol can be represented with p bit vectors b1b2··bp, which are

partitioned into k layers of bit streams; the bit stream on the j-th layer is 1 ≤ j ≤ k ,

and they are respectively mapped to corresponding layers.

[0041] The pj bits which have been mapped to each layer are modulated and mapped to constellation points on the
dimension of cj = 2pj . A regular method is using the Gray mapping. Figure 3 illustrates the constellation and Gray
mapping of 16QAM. However, Gray mapping is only optimal for bit error rates (BER), and not for block error rates as
that in this scenario. Figure 3 also gives another better mapping rule, whose selection is described below.
[0042] The check relationship of multi-ary factor graphs can be represented by a number of check equations as follows:

[0043] In Formula (1), the addition and multiplication operations are based on GF (q); hi represents the non-zero
element of the corresponding side on the factor graph; Ei represents the element variable of the side; for any side in the
check equation, assume it is h1, the formula (1) can be simplified as follows:

Table 1. GF(16) Elements Generated with p(X) = 1 + X + X4

No. of GF(16) Element Representation of bits

0 1000

1 0100

2 0010

3 0001

4 1100

5 0110

6 0011

7 1101

8 1010

9 0101

10 1110

11 0111

12 1111

13 1011

14 1001

15 0000
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S represents any element in GF (q), which is equivalent to the check sum of other k-1 sides. Corresponding to the
constellation diagram, E1 corresponds to a constellation point on the signal constellation diagram at the transmission
end. Due to the impact of channels and noise, E1 deviates from the reference constellation point at the receiving end.
The farther the product of all constellation points adjacent to E1 multiplied by h1 is from S, the higher the probability of
correct decoding is. Displayed on the constellation diagram, that is all constellation points adjacent to E1 multiplied by
h1 (a non-zero element) is far from S to the greatest extent, and the distance from the constellation point to the S is
recorded as D. The farther the distance is, the greater D is.
[0044] To define the product distance PD , which indicates the sum of all possible Ds, and the criterion for judging
mapping rule is the size of its product distance. The larger the product distance, the better the QCM scheme under
mapping rule.
[0045] To be more specific, for pj bits which are mapped to some layer, a cj = 2pj dimensions constellation diagram
is selected. For example, if pj = 4 , a 16QAM constellation diagram is used. The 16QAM constellation diagram in Figure
3 is taken as the example used below.

1. A mapping rule is given randomly;
2. PD is initialized, wherein, PD = 0;
3. All possible mapping relationships are traversed to the greatest extent, to select the one with the longest product
distance as the final mapping rule.

[0046] Figure 4 illustrates the receiving framework of QCM, and only related MIMO modules such as detection and
decoding are given here, other modules such as synchronization and balancing are not marked. Assume that the i-th
user terminal has Nri receiving antennas, 1 ≤ i ≤ m , and each terminal of which work independently. Only receiving by
the i-th user is described below, and processing at other users are similar.
[0047] After synchronization and balancing, signals enter the MIMO detection module for separation of overlapping
signals, symbol soft modulation, etc. During MIMO detection, the receiver takes other channels of data as interference,
and only demodulates the i-th channel of signals. Through pre-coding, pre-deletion of interference at the transmittion
end or interference suppression at the receiving end, etc, the impact of interference signals entering the MIMO detection
module can be within the acceptable extent.
[0048] By removing other user interference, multipath disturbance and other losses, the transmutation signals and
receiving signals at a point of time can be represented in the following manner:

Xi represents the transmission signal vector of layer ki for the i-th channel of data. Yi represents the signal vectors to
be demodulated after processing received by Nri antennas. Hi represents the equivalent estimated MIMO channels. Ni
represents equivalent noise vector.
[0049] The optimal MIMO symbol detection algorithm is the maximum likelihood method, that is, to traverse all possible

overlapping signal points combined by ki modulation signals, to obtain the Euclidean

distance Edj from each overlapping signal point to Yi:

[0050] The Euclidean distances of all points are used to obtain the likelihood information of symbols.
[0051] Sphere decoding is a simple-state algorithm which only searches for the overlapping signal points with the
minimal Euclidean distances, and its complexity depends on the radius of search. Sphere decoding algorithm can always
find the maximal likelihood signals rather than accurate likelihood information of all symbols.
[0052] MMSE is another detection algorithm with low complexity, its principle is maximization of signal to interference
plus noise ratio (SINR). Because MMSE is a linear detection algorithm, its performance has certain loss.
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[0053] Different multi-ary decoding algorithms require input of different types of symbol likelihood information. The
use of the BP algorithm or the FFT-BP algorithm requires input of all normalization symbol probability information of
symbol variables. The use of the Log-FFT-BP algorithm or the minimal sum (MS) algorithm requires input of the logarithm
likelihood ratio information of symbol variables. The use of the expanded minimal sum (MS) algorithm requires only
input of logarithm likelihood ratio information of partial symbol variables.
[0054] However, whatever the decoding algorithm is, the symbol likelihood information entering the decoder is based
on the Euclidean distance Edj described above.
[0055] Due to the symbol partitioning and layer-mapping at the transmission end, data after MIMO demodulation has
to be inversely transformed at the receiving end, i.e. multi-ary symbol demapping, to obtain the symbol soft information
corresponding to coding symbols.
[0056] Figure 5 and Figure 6 gives the QCM transmission and receiving frameworks based on MIMO+OFDMA systems.
[0057] For user 1, assume that q1 =16 , k1 =1. Therefore, each code symbol has p1 = 4 bits of information and is
mapped to 1 layer, and 16QAM modulation is adopted.
[0058] For user 2, assume that q2 = 64, k2 = 2 , p21 = 2, p22 = 4. Therefore, each code symbol has p2 = 6 bits of
information and ismapped to 2 layers, QPSK modulation for layer 1 and 16QAM modulation for layer 2 are adopted.
[0059] The maximum product distance mapping proposed by the present invention is used for modulation. If the
regular Gray mapping is adopted, the BLER performance may be slightly impaired.
[0060] Therefore, the total number of mapping layers L is 3. Assume that the number of transmission antennas Nt is
4, , 334 pre-coding matrix P is adopted, and the 0-th code word in the corresponding codebook of the LTE standard is
used, i.e.:

[0061] Wherein, Row 1 of the pre-coding matrix P corresponds to the 1 layer of data of user 1, and rows 2 and 3
corresponds to the 2 layers of data of user 2.
[0062] Assume that the bandwidth of the system is 10MHz, 1024 points FFT/IFFT is adopted.
[0063] The data of the two users arrives at the pre-coding matrix P respectively after multi-ary coding, symbol parti-
tioning, layer-mapping and modulation. Assume that the length of each of the three layers of data is N, data streams of
the 4 channels which with a length of N are output to each antenna ports, where date streams are mapped to corresponding
physical time frequency resources and inserted pilot frequency, and then are transmitted after carrying out IFFT.
[0064] Assume that the number of receiving antennas at user terminals is Nr1 = Nr2 = 2. For each user, signals are
synchronized and estimated at the receiving end after having passed channels, and then the received signals from the
two antennas are respectively carried out by a FFT.
[0065] For user 1, MIMO detection of 16 dimensions is conducted for signals of each sub-carrier frequency and directly
outputs multi-dimensional symbol soft information, which is then de-symbol mapped to obtain the symbol likelihood
information of GF(16) for multi-ary code decoding.
[0066] For user 2, MIMO detection of 64 dimensions is conducted for signals of each sub-carrier frequency and directly
outputs multi-dimensional symbol soft information, which is then de-symbol mapped to obtain the symbol likelihood
information of GF(64) for multi-ary code decoding.
[0067] Decoding can adopt algorithms such as BP, FFT-BP, Log-FFT-BP, MS and EMS, etc. The hard decision outputs
the decision symbol after iterative convergence or when the maximum number of iterations is met. Finally, the decision
symbol is converted to bit outputs.

Claims

1. A method for multi-user multi-ary parallel transmission, comprising:

GF multi-ary coding corresponding one-channel data symbols among m-channel user data symbols, to obtain
m channels of multi-ary symbols;
partitioning and mapping multiple bits corresponding to each channel multi-ary symbols among the m-channel
multi-ary symbols to obtain a multi-layer bit stream, so as to obtain m multi-layer bit streams;
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modulating and mapping each multi-layer bit stream among the m multi-layer bit streams to corresponding

constellation points, as to obtain L modulation symbols for m users, wherein, and Ki is the i-th

multi-layer among the m multi-layers;
pre-coding the said L symbols on dimensions of Nt 3 L to output Nt symbols to ports of corresponding Nt
transmission antennas.

2. A method for multi-user multi-ary parallel transmission, comprising following steps:

GF (qi) multi-ary coding the i-th channel of data among m-channel user data, wherein, qi = 2pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m ;
partitioning and mapping pi bits corresponding to qi-ary symbols after coding to obtain ki layer bit stream, wherein

the j-th layer contains pij bits, and 1 ≤ j ≤ ki and

modulating and mapping pij bits which are mapped to the j-th layer to constellation points, wherein the number

of modulated constellation points is cij = 2pij, and at the same time, data blocks of m users are mapped to L

layers by a layer-mapping module, wherein and L modulation symbols are obtained after mod-

ulation;
pre-coding the L symbols on dimensions of Nt3 L to output Nt symbols to ports of corresponding Nt, transmission
antennas.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein for the pj bits which are mapped to each layer, an appropriate mapping rule is
selected to modulate and map the pj bits to constellations of cj = 2pj dimensions;
wherein, the appropriate mapping rules include:

each constellation point on the constellation diagram and all its adjacent constellation points are multiplied by
all non-zero elements on GF (q) to calculate the distance between them;
all possible mapping relationships are traversed to the greatest extent, to select the relationship with the longest
distance as the final mapping rule.

4. A device for multi-user multi-ary parallel transmission, comprising:

multiple GF multi-ary coding means, each of which conducts GF multi-ary coding for corresponding one-channel
data symbols among m-channel user data symbols, to obtain m-channel multi-ary symbols;
multiple partitioning and layer-mapping means for multi-ary symbols, each of which receives one-channel multi-
ary symbols among the m-channel multi-ary symbols which have undergone multi-ary coding from the corre-
sponding GF multi-ary coding device, and partitions and maps multiple bits corresponding to the one-channel
multi-ary symbols to obtain a multi-layer bit stream and thus to obtain m multi-layer bit streams;
multiple multi-dimensional modulation means which are used to modulate and map each multi-layer bit stream
among the m multi-layer bit streams to corresponding constellation points, as to obtain L modulation symbols

for m users, wherein,  and Ki is the i-th multi-layer of m multi-layers;

pre-coding means which are used to conduct Nt 3 L dimension pre-coding of the L symbols to output Nt symbols
to ports of corresponding Nt transmission antennas.

5. The parallel transmission method or device of claim 2 or 4, wherein pi bits corresponding to qi -ary symbols after
coding are partitioned and mapped to obtain ki layer bit stream, comprising following steps:

p bit vectors presented with b1b2···bp bit vectors for each q-ary symbol are partitioned into k layer bit streams,

wherein the bit streams on the j-th layer is 1 ≤ j ≤ k , and are respectively

mapped to corresponding layers; and
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in the means, each partitioning and layer mapping device for multi-ary symbols realizes partitioning and layer
mapping of multi-ary symbols through the following means:

p bit vectors presented with b1b2···bp bit vectors for each multi-ary symbol are partitioned into k-layer bit

streams, wherein the bit stream on the j-th layer is 1 ≤ j ≤ k , and are

respectively mapped to corresponding layers.

6. A method for multi-user multi-ary parallel receiving, comprising following steps:

the receiver receives the i-th user data signal in the m-channel user data signals via Ni receiving antennas,
wherein, 1 ≤ i ≤ m ;
after the i-th user data received is synchronized, balanced and otherwise processed, the signal enters the MIMO
detection module which be conducted for separation of overlapping signals, soft symbol decoding and other
processing, to obtain the qi-ary symbol likelihood information;
demapping qi-ary symbol on the qi-ary likelihood information to obtain the input symbol likelihood information
required for multi-ary decoding;
decoding the likelihood information of the required input to obtain qi-ary symbols; and
the qi-ary data symbols is converted to corresponding data bits.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein when the said MIMO detection module provides separation of overlapping signals,
soft demodulation of symbols and other processing for the i-th user data signal, takes other channels of data as
interference, and only the i-th channel of signals is demodulated.

8. A device for multi-user multi-ary parallel receiving, comprising:

antennas for receiving the i-th user data signal in the m-channel user data signals, wherein, 1 ≤ i ≤ m ;
means for synchronizing, balancing and other processing of the received i-th user data;
means for processing of separation of overlapping signals, symbol soft demodulating and other processing of
the synchronized and balanced i-th user data , to obtain the qi-ary symbol likelihood information;
means for de-mapping qi-ary symbol on the said qi-ary likelihood information to obtain the input symbol likelihood
information required for multi-ary decoding;
means for decoding the likelihood information of the required input symbols to obtain qi-ary symbols; and
means for converting the qi-ary data symbols into corresponding data bits.

9. The method or device of any of claims 1 - 5, wherein when multi-ary codes are sent concurrently by multiple users
in multiple cells, the m-channel user data symbols come from multiple cells, and the Nt transmission antennas are
obtained by combining antennas of multiple cells for transmission; and
each of the coding means of the multiple GF multi-ary conducts GP multi-ary coding for corresponding one-channel
data symbols among the m-channel user data symbols in multiple cells, and the Nt transmission antennas are
obtained by combining antennas of multiple cells for transmission.

10. The method or device of any of above claims, wherein:

the scenario of one user and one-layer data is the simplest scenario; and another scenario consists of one user
and multi-layer data.
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